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INTRODUCTION 
SUPPOSE G is either the circle group, S’, or a finite cyclic group, Z/N. Let p and T be 
two free PL actions of G on spheres S m+Z and S”, where m is assumed to be odd if 
Gf Z/2. Cappell and Shaneson showed[4] that r is equivalent to the restriction of p to 
some invariant PL subsphere Z” C Sm+*, provided that m L 5 and that Z is not 
required to be locally flat in S”‘+‘. In other words, for any pair of such actions, there is 
an equivariant PL embedding i AS”, T)--*(S~+*, p). For a given p, they proved131 that 
the actions T for which a locally fiat (i.e. locally smoothable) embedding can be found 
belong to a quite restricted set, described in Corollary 1.2 below. For example, when 
G = S’, for some p there is no such T, and for the others, r is unique up to 
equivalence (conjugation by a PL homeomorphism). 
If i : Mm + Wm+* is a PL embedding of manifolds, i is said to be loc~ily flat at 
x E X if there is a neighborhood N of i(x) in W such that the pair (N, N fl i(M)) is 
PL homeomorphic to the standard disc pair (Dm+*, D”) in Euclidean space. The 
singular set of i, denoted S(i), is the set of points in M at which i fails to be locally 
flat. With suitable triangulations, S(i) is a subcomplex of M[7]. For example, the cone 
on a non-trivial knot j : S”-’ + S”” is an embedding i : D” + Dm+* with S(i) consisting 
of the cone point. Higher dimensional singular sets can be obtained by crossing this 
example with the identity map on a k-cell. Note that a given embedding i : Mm + Nm+* 
can always be modified to have a singular set of larger dimension (up to m - 2) by 
“sewing in” one of these examples. Thus it is natural to ask, for a given pair of 
actions p and r, what is the smallest dimension possible for S(i) as i ranges over the 
(non-empty) set of all equivariant embeddings i : S” + Sm+*. The main result of this 
paper is an answer to this question in terms of certain reduced splitting invariants, 
associated to the quotient manifolds of the actions. 
From the general theory of codimension 2 PL embeddings in [4], it follows that the 
above question reduces to a homotopy theoretic question: The minimum dimension of 
S(i) is m minus the filtration degree of a normal invariant associated to the given 
actions. Here the filtration on the set of normal invariants [M, G/PL], A4 = Sm/7, is 
Fk = kernel {[M, G/PL] + [Mck-‘), G/PL]}, 
where M”-” is the (k - I)-skeleton and the map is induced by inclusion. 
For G = S’, this result is combined with a simple formula for the relevant normal 
invariant and Sullivan’s classification of the normal invariants of complex projective 
space in terms of splitting invariants[8] to yield this case of our main theorem. 
The case G = Z/N is more interesting (when N is not a power of 2) because the 
odd torsion part of the group of normal invariants of a manifold is classified by real 
K-theory, and in general there aren’t computable invariants which will give the 
filtration degree of an element of KO-theory. However, for lens spaces, Wall[9] has 
given a classification of this odd torsion in terms of a multisignature invariant, and 
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shown how this invariant can be expressed in some cases in terms of certain integer 
splitting invariants. We show explicitly how to reduce these splitting invariants so that 
the resulting invariants both classify the normal invariant and allow its filtration 
degree to be read off directly as the order of its lowest-order non-zero reduced 
splitting invariant. This suffices for the main theorem in this case. 
The results for locally flat embeddings mentioned above are obtained as limiting 
cases of this theorem. As limiting cases in the other direction, we obtain examples of 
embeddings with “irreducibly” high dimensional singular sets. The existence of such 
examples was first pointed out by Cappell and Shaneson[2,43 for G = Z/2 and 9. 
More generally, let (Sm+‘, p) be any action as above and let k < M be an integer such 
that m - k is even (~0 mod 4 if G = Z/N and N is odd). Then there is an action 
(Sm, r) which embeds in the given action with singular set of dimension k but no 
smaller. Some small values of k, depending on G and m, must be excluded from this 
statement (see Corollary 1.4). 
At the end, we give an alternate proof of this last result in the case G = Z/N, N 
odd, using spectral sequence considerations instead of the classification of normal 
invariants in terms of reduced splitting invariants. 
These results were submitted as a dissertation to Princeton University. I would 
like to thank Professor Sylvain Cappell both for suggesting the problem and for his 
guidance and encouragement during my work on it. I would also like to acknowledge 
helpful discussions with Professors Julius Shaneson, John Moore, Bernard Dwork, 
and William Browder. 
51. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (Sm+2, p) and (Sm, 7) be two free PL actions of G, with M 2 5. 
Then there are reduced splitting invariants, {r 2L, t2L : 1 5 k 5 (m - 1)/2}, associated to 
the given pair of actions such that: 
(i) If r2k = tti for all k, then there exists an equivariant PL embedding i: Sm + Sm+2 
which is locally fhzt if m is odd, and an embedding with at most one singular ZIZorbit 
if m is even. 
(ii). Otherwise 
rn:n dim S(i) = m - min (2k : rZk # t2h} 
where i ranges over the non-empty set of all PL embeddings i : S” + Sm+2 which are 
equivariant with respect to r and p. 
Note. The invariants are defined in 02. The t2k depend only on T, but (unless G = S’ 
or Z/2) the r2/r depend on both p and T. 
In the following corollary 9’(P,,“) denotes the set of concordance classes of 
homotopy equivalences P + P,,“, where P is a PL manifold. 
COROLLARY 1.2.[6,9,3] Let (Sm+‘, p) be (I free PL action of G, and let (Sm, T,,) be a 
linear action of G, with PO” = Sm/rO. Suppose m is odd and n I 5. 
(i) If G = Z/N and either N is odd or m = 1 mod 4, then there always exists a 
locally fZut invariant m-sphere such that the restriction of p to it has quotient manifold 
in the homotopy type of P,“. 
(ii) In the remaining cases, such an invariant sphere exists if and only if the top 
splitting invariant vanishes: r,,,-,(p, TO) = 0. 
(iii) If such invariant spheres do exist, the actions of G on S” which can be 
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obtained as restrictions of p to them correspond to precisely one normal cobordism 
class in 9’(P0”). The associated normal invariant is classified by {r&r, r,,): 1 I k 5 
(m - U/2). 
Note. (1) Only one PO” in each homotopy type need be considered. Of course, 
when G = S’ or Z/2, there is only one choice for P,“, so there is a correspondingly 
simpler statement in those cases. 
(2) The top splitting invariant in the cases covered by (ii) is not, in fact, “reduced”, 
but is an index or Arf invariant for G = S’ and an Arf invariant for G = Z/N. See the 
definitions in 42. 
(3) For G = Z/2, (ii) is due to Lopez de Medrano[6]. The case G = Z/N, N odd, of 
(i) follows from the unique desuspension theorem of Wall[9]. Cappell and 
Shaneson[3,4] gave the complete result, except for the classification of the normal 
invariant in (iii). 
(4) For G = S’, or G = Z/2 and nf 3 mod 4, the restricted action, if it exists, is 
actually unique up to equivalence, from the classification theorems for 9’(P,,“) in these 
cases [8,9]. 
At the other extreme, we have examples of embeddings with irreducibly high 
dimensional singularities. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let (Sm+2, p) be a free PL action of G, with dim (Sm’2/p) 2 7. 
(i) If G = Z/N, N odd, there exists a free PL action (Sm, 7) such that m -45 
dim S(i) 5 m - 2 for all equivariant PL embeddings i : S” + Sm+‘. 
(ii) In all other cases, there exists a free PL action (Sm, T) such that dim S(i) = 
m - 2 for all equivan’ant PL embeddings i : 5” + Sm+2. 
Note. Cappell and Shaneson[2] gave this result for the cases G = Z/2 and S’. Note 
that dimension m - 2 is the maximum possible dimension for a singular set. In (i), all 
three numbers are realized. 
More generally, we have 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let (Sm+2, p) be as in Corollary 1.3. Define E = 2 or 4 if m = 2 or 
4 mod 4, respectively; define l = 1 if G = Z/N and either N is odd or m = 1 mod 4; and 
define l = 3 otherwise. Let k be an integer such that m - k is even (90 mod 4 if 
G = Z/N and N is odd) and E 5 k 5 m - 2. Then there is a free action r on Sm such 
that there exists an equivariant embedding i : S” +,Sm+’ with dim S(i) = k, and any 
other equivariant embedding j : S” + S*+’ satisfies dim S(j) 2 k. 
$2. DEFINITION OF THE INVARIANT’S 
1. For the given action (Sm, 7) of G, we define its associated reduced splitting 
invariants {t21: : 1 I k 5 (m - l/2)} as follows. 
There is a homotopy equivalence f : P” *PO” of the quotient manifold of T to the 
quotient of a linear action 7. (see[9]). We can choose PO” and f so that f preserves 
orientations and preferred generators of TV. 
(a) If G = S’, then n = m - 1 = 2j is even and PO” = CPU). Define {&} to be the 
usual splitting invariants: 
fx = Nflf-‘(CP(k)N E ( ;,2;;;J. 
Here f-‘(CP(k)) denotes the transverse inverse image of the 2k-skeleton CP(k) c 
CP(.j), and 8 denotes the simply connected surgery obstruction associated to the 
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restriction of f, which is a degree 1 normal map. Note that this definition applies to 
any degree I normal map f to CPU), or, equivalently, to any normal invariant of 
CPU). 
(b) If G = Z/N, then PO” is a classical lens space or real projective space. 
(i) Suppose that, for 70, 1 E Z/N acts on S” C Ccm+‘)‘* by multiplying each 
complex coordinate by e’““, so that PO” = Lo” = L”(N; 1, 1,. . . , l), the standard lens 
space. Suppose n = m = 2j + 1. Then following Wall [93, we define splitting invariants 
sZk as follows. 
The projection r: Lo” + CP(j) induced by the inclusion Z/N C S’ is an S’- 
fibration. An easy obstruction theory argument shows that a normal invariant of Lo 
factors, up to homotopy, through the map r. In particular vu), the normal invariant 
of the homotopy equivalence f : P” + P,,“, so factors: 
We can now associate splitting invariants to q, as in (a) above: 
S2k = ‘%dCP(k)) lrsksj. 
Of course, the factorization of qu) is not unique, so this set of invariants depends on 
the choice of q. The reduction process of the next paragraph provides an explicit 
method, suited to our needs, of eliminating this indeterminancy. 
Write N = 2”M, where M = 24 + 1, and put I= [n/4]. In the polynomial ring Z[x], 
let I be the ideal generated by x’ and the polynomial kzo 
I 
+x4. Then z s&x ‘-I is congruent modulo I to a unique polynomial 
k=l 
I 
2 &xx’- satisfying 0 5 sik < A4 for 1 I k 5 1. If e = 0, put f&+2 = 0 and let f4k E Z/N 
be the class represented by sL. If e 1 1, put t z,k+2 = s&+2 E 212, let f4 E Zl2N be the 
class represented by s4, and, for 2 I k I I, let f4k E Z/N be the unique class satisfying 
f.,k = s.,k modulo 2’, and 
f4k = St modulo M. 
(For e = 0, it’s convenient to identify Z/N with the subgroup of Z/2N generated by 2. 
Then, in both cases, f4 is an element of Z/2N and satisfies t2 = f4 modulo 2.) 
(ii) If n is even, then N = 2, and PO” = RP(n), real projective space of dimension 
n. Then we observe that T is the suspension of an action T’ on Sm-‘, by[l], and apply 
the definition of (i) to T’. 
(iii) If PO” is not the standard lens space, then N > 2, and there is a homotopy 
equivalence (see [9]) 
h : Lo@-‘) U e” + Pen. 
0 
Here Lo(“-‘) is the (n - l)-skeleton of Lo”, and cp :9-l + Ld”-” is an attaching map for 
the n-cell e”. There is an induced bijection of normal invariants 
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[I’,“, G/PLl + [Lo”, G/W 
defined, for each 77 E [P,“, G/PL], by restricting ham to &(“-I) and then extending to 
Lo”. We now apply the definition of (i) to the image of q(f) E [PO”, G/PLl under this 
bijection. 
2. For the given pair of actions (Sm+‘, p), (Sm, r) we define the associated reduced 
splitting inuan’ants {r2k : 1 5 k 5 (m - 1)/2} as follows. 
Let f : P” + PO” and g : Q”+‘+ Qon+2 be homotopy equivalences of the quotient 
manifolds of r and p, respectively, to linear quotients. We use the same choice for PO” 
as in part 1, and there is a unique choice for QO”+’ and (homotopy class of) g so that 
Q0n+2 contains PO” as its n-skeleton and g preserves orientations and preferred 
generators of 7rl. Let i:P,” C QOn+’ denote the inclusion. Then we apply the 
definitions given in part 1 to the normal invariant i*v(g) E [PO”, G/PL]. 
If G = S1 or Z/2, then clearly the resulting invariants do not in fact depend on r. 
Otherwise, they depend on the choice of Qc,“+~ and so on PO”. 
53. POINCd EMBEDDINGS IN CODIMENSION 2 
We begin by describing that part of the general theory of 
require. 
Let M” and W”+’ be compact, connected PL manifolds without 
Poincart! embedding 0 = (4, E, h) of M in W consists of 
(i) an S0(2)-bundle 5 over M with associated disc and sphere 
S(5) 
(ii) a finite CW complex E with S(t) C E 
(iii) a homotopy equivalence 
h:W+E(S) &E 
[4] which we shall 
boundary. Then a 
bundles E(Z) and 
such that the induced map H,,+r( W)+H,+2(E(t), S(S)) is degree 1 (with twisted 
coefficients in the nonorientable case). 
Note. In [4] this is called an oriented h-PoincarC embedding. 
A map f : 0 + 0’ of Poincart embeddings of M in W is defined to be a map 
f : U-5 S(O) * (E’, SW)) 
such that 
(i) f/S(t) is a bundle map 
(ii) (p U f) 0 h is homotopic to h’ 
where CL :E(t) --* E(e’) is a bundle map extending f IS@). Two Poincare embeddings 8 
and 0’ are isomorphic if there are maps f : 0 --, 8’ and g : @‘+@ such that both 
compositions fog and gof are homotopic to the identity as maps of Poincare 
embeddings. 
Let i : M” + W”+’ be a PL embedding of compact connected manifolds without 
boundary, and R a regular neighborhood of i(M) in W. Suppose that i is compatible 
with local orientations, that is, that the orientation character for W, ,yw : rr(W)+Z/2, 
restricts along i to that for M. Then define the orientation class, U, of i to be the 
image of the fundamental class [Ml E H,,(M; Z’) under the composition 
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i. 
H,(M; Z’)- H.(R; Z’) - H’(R, aR; Z) 
where the second map is Poincare duality. Then taking the cup product with U 
induces an isomorphism 
H’(R) ” - H’+‘(R, aR). 
The Euler class, x(i), for i is the image of U under the composition 
i' 
H*(R, JR) - H’(R) - H2(M). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 5 be the S02-bundle with fiber D*, the 2-disc, and Euler class 
x(0. Let Ut E H*(W), S(5)) and Pt be the Thorn class (or orientation) and 
projection of 6, respectively. Then there is a map 
8: (R, JR) --$ (E(6), S(5)) 
such that 
(i) g*U, = U 
(ii) g is a (simple) homology equivalence of pairs over ZrlM 
(iii) P,ogoi : M + M is homotopic to the identity. 
Further, g is unique up to homotopy and composition with orientation preserving 
bundle maps over the identity. 
Using g, we define the underlying Poincark embedding of i. Put 
E= W-R g_J_JS(5). 
Let h : W--f E(t) U E be the natural quotient map on W - R and g on R. Then it 
S(Z) 
follows from van Kampens theorem and the appropriate Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
that h induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups and is a (simple) homology 
equivalence over Z?z, W, Thus (5, E, h) is a PoincarC embedding, and in fact, is unique 
up to isomorphism. 
If there is a map from the underlying Poincare embedding of i to a PoincarC 
embedding 0, then i is said to realize 0. 
If 0 = (5, E, h) is a Poincare embedding of M” in W”+‘, deform 
to be transverse regular to M, the zero section of E(t). Put N = h-‘M. Then hJN is a 
degree 1 normal map. The normal invariant, q(e), of 0 is defined to be the normal 
invariant of h[N, and is an element of [M, G/PL]. 
The following is a special case of the fundamental existence theorem for PL 
embeddings from[4]. Let (G/PL)’ denote the (k - I)-connective fibering of G/PL, with 
pk : (G/PL)’ + G/PL the natural map[5]. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let M”, Wn+’ be compact, connected PL manifolds without boun- 
dary, with n 2 3. Let 0 = (5, E, h) be a Poincare’ embedding of M in W, with normal 
inuariant ~(0). If n is even, suppose that the map 
is an isomorphism. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) ~(0) is the image of 
(pk). : [M, (G/W’) --) [M, GIPLI. 
(ii) 0 can be realized by a PL embedding i with codim S(i) 2 k. 
Note. (ii)+(i) is always true, i.e. without any hypotheses on n or rl. In (ii), 
codim S(i) = n - dim S(i). 
This yields the homotopy theoretic criterion mentioned in the introduction. Define 
the filtration degree, d(q(@)), of ~(6)) to be the integer k such that ~(69) E F’ - F’+‘, 
where 
Fk = image {(p& : [M, (G/PL)k] --, [M, G/PL]} = kernel {[MI G/W --* [M”-“, G/PLlI. 
Then, from the theorem, there exist PL embeddings i realizing 0 and 
max codim S(i) = d( v(O)). 
54. EMBEDDINGS OF HOMOTOPY COMPLEX PROJECTIVE AND LENS SPACES 
In this section we investigate the normal invariants which are relevant to applying 
the theorem of 03 to embeddings of the quotient manifolds, P” in Qn+*, induced by 
equivariant embeddings of the spheres, S” in Sm+*. 
Let f : P” --$ PO” and g : Qn+2+ Q0n+2 be homotopy equivalences of P and Q with 
linear quotients. As in 02, we may assume that QO”+* contains PO” as its n-skeleton. 
Then we can identify a tubular neighborhood T of PO” in Qon+* with the total space of 
an S0(2)-bundle, 5’. Put E’ = QO - T. Then St(‘) = 6’T C E’ and 8’ = (r, E’+ g) is a 
PoincarC embedding of PO” in Qn+2. 
The homotopy equivalence f induces from 6’ a Poincark embedding 8 of P in Q. 
Let 5 = f *t’, and let f be a homotopy inverse for f. Then f is covered by a bundle 
map 6: E(t’)-, E(t). Put 
and define a map 
Ii-: Qo = E’ U I%?)+ E’ & E(5) = E u E(5) 
as 6 on E(l’) and the natural quotient map on E’. Then i is a homotopy equivalence 
and so 0 = (5, E, Log) is a PoincarC embedding of P in Q. 
A PoincarC embedding 0 obtained in the above manner from maps f, g will be 
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called a standard Poincark embedding of P in Q. The following proposition shows 
that the standard Poincare embeddings suffice for the study of PL embeddings of P in 
Q which are induced from equivariant PL embeddings of spheres. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (Cuppell-Shuneson) (i) Given any pair of quotient manifolds P” 
and Q”+‘, there is a standard Poincurk embedding of P in Q. 
(ii) Any standard Poincurk embedding of P in Q is realized by some PL embed- 
ding of P in Q, induced by an equivuriunt embedding. 
(iii) Conversely, any PL embedding of P in Q induced by an equivutiunt embedding 
of spheres realizes some standard Poincurk embedding of P in Q. 
Proof. Ad(i): By the discussion above, this follows from the existence of homotopy 
equivalences f : P + PO and g : Q + Q0 with linear quotients and the observation that 
Q0n+2 can be chosen to contain PO” as its n-skeleton. 
Ad(ii): If n is odd, this follows from the fundamental existence theorem 3.2’. 
Suppose n is even. Then G = S’ or Z/2. If G = S’, and 0 = (5, E, h) is a standard 
embedding of P in Q, since T,(E) = w,(Q) = 0, the result again follows from 3.2. If 
G = Z/2, then n = m and the actions (Sm+‘, p) and (Sm, 7) are the suspensions of 
actions on Sm+’ and S”-‘. Since these are odd dimensional spheres, the standard 
PoincarC embedding corresponding to the desuspended actions can be realized by a 
PL embedding, and the suspension of this embedding then realizes the given standard 
Poincare embedding. 
Ad(iii): Suppose i : P” + Qn+2 is a PL embedding induced from an equivariant 
embedding of spheres. Let f : P ” + PO” be a homotopy equivalence of P with a linear 
quotient. Let R be a regular neighborhood of i(P) in Q, and let 6 be the SG(2)-bundle 
over PO” classified by the image under (f*)-’ of the Euler class of P + R, as in 93. By 
Proposition 3.1, there is a homology equivalence of pairs h : (R, JR) + (E(t), S(t)). 
The obstructions to extending h to a map g : Q”+‘+ QO”+’ lie in the groups 
H’+‘(Q, R; T~QO) = Hk”(i; r&o). 
If G = S’, then the cohomology rings of P and Q are truncated polynomial 
algebras over Z, with generator in HZ. Since i is induced from an embedding of 
spheres, i* maps a generator of H’(Q) = Z to a generator of H*(P). Hence i* is an 
isomorphism on cohomology groups in dimensions In. Since also 7rn(Q0) = r”+,(Qo) = 
0, there are no obstructions to extending h to a map g : Q+ Qo, which, by a 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence argument, is a homotopy equivalence. A similar argument 
works for G = ZIN. 
Note. In the proof of (iii), the only choice is that of PO. Since there is then only one 
choice for Q0 as described in 02, the bundle 5 (and hence the Euler class x(i)) does 
not depend on i. Thus a PoincarC embedding realized by one PL embedding i : P + Q 
(induced from an equivariant embedding) is also realized by all other such embed- 
dings. 
The next step is to observe that normal invariants for standard Poincare embeddings 
are given by a formula. Let i0 denote the inclusion of PO in QO. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If 0 = Wf, g) is a standard Poincure’ embedding of P” in Qn+2, then 
then 
77@) = f *(io*v(g) - T(f)). 
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Proof. By definition 
76% = V(k)lP 
where i is as in the definition of a standard Poincare embedding at the beginning of 
this section. Let h be a homotopy inverse for h: Then 
Mk) = h*?(g) + n(6 
= h*+(g) - h*r/(h) 
= h*[s(g) - 7)(h)]. 
Now h can be chosen so that h IE(t) is a bundle map covering f. Hence h oi = &of and 
itT(h) = s(j), where i : P + E(t) U E is inclusion. Thus 
Since f is a homotopy equivalence, the induced map on normal invariants 
preserves filtration degree. Hence 
7)(@) = i*h*[dg) - v(h)1 
= f*io*[dg) - 77(h)] 
= f*[i0*7)W - Ml. 
d(rl(@)) = d(io*n(g) - a(O), 
and we have reduced the problem to finding invariants which will detect the filtration 
degree of the Whitney difference of two normal invariants of a linear quotient. 
$5. SPLITTING INVARIANTS 
In this section we complete the proof of the main theorem. 
1. Suppose G = S’. Then n = 2j is even and normal invariants 
n E [CW), GPLI 
are classified by the-splitting invariants defined in 92. 
Hence, n(CP(/c) is classified by the first k splitting invariants, and so the filtration 
degree of n may be read off directly as the index of the first non-vanishing splitting 
invariant. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. d(n) = min (2k : fZk(q) # 0, 1 I k I j} U {m}. Here the trivial nomal 
invariant is assigned infinite degree. 
The splitting invariants {t 2k : 1 zs k 5 j} thus define a bijection of sets 
Here 
[CP(j),G/PL]+R C 2/2xZxZ/2xZx... 0’ terms) 
R = {(rz, f4r . ..): tz=t4mod2}=ZxZ/2xZx... (j - 1 terms). 
Recall that this mapping is not a morphism of groups when the operations are 
Whitney sum and componentwise addition. Nevertheless, the filtration degree of the 
Whitney difference of two normal invariants, n1 and n2. can be read off as the first 
index for which the two sets of splitting invariants disagree: 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. d(q, - q2) = min (2k: fZk(~,) f tzk(q2)} U {x}. 
This is immediate from the observation that the restriction of a normal invariant to the 
2k-skeleton, CP(k), is classified by the first k splitting invariants, and from the naturality 
of the Whitney sum operation with respect to inclusions. 
Since the codimension of the singular set of an equivariant embedding of the 
spheres is easily seen to be the same as that of the induced embedding of the quotient 
manifolds, this completes the proof of the theorem when G = S’. 
2. Suppose G = Z/N and n = 3 mod 4. In this case we show that the reduced 
splitting invariants defined in 92 both classify normal invariants and solve the filtration 
degree problem. Note that the bijection [P,,n, G/PL] + [Lo”, G/PL] of §2 preserves 
filtration degree. Hence it suffices to consider only normal invariants of the standard 
lens space. 
Let 77 E [Lo”, G/PL] be given, and write n = 4j - 1. If 17 = 7’0 r, 7’ E 
[CP(2j - I), G/PL], is a factorization of 77 as in 02, let sZk = s&q’) for 15 k 5 2j - 1. 
Then the mod 2e+’ reduction of s4, the mod 2’ reductions of {s4k : 2 5 k s j - I}, and the 
{sqk+*:O 5 k 5 j - 1) classify the localization of q at the prime 2 (see[9]). 
If N is a power of 2, n is determined by its localization at 2, the above reductions 
agree with those of 42, and we are done. If not, again write N = 2’A4, where A4 > I is 
odd. The inclusion Z/M+Z/N induces a map p : L,,“(M)+ L,,“(N). The homomor- 
phism of normal invariants which p induces clearly both preserves filtration degree 
and is an isomorphism when localized at odd primes. Hence it suffices to consider the 
case N = A4. Recall that 7~ denoted the natural projection LO” -+ CP(2j - 1). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. d(T) = max {d(q’): 77 = TJ’OT}. 
Proof. If 77 lifts to a map +j, 
(GIPL)” 
i'k 
Lo”(M) rl - G/PL 
then e factors through m by the same obstruction theory 
q factors through r. 
argument used to show that 
Conversely, if v’: CP(2j - I)+ G/PL lifts to 3’: CP(2j - l)-(G/PL)k, then com- 
posing both maps with v yields a lifting jj’o7r of 77 = 7’0~. Now each d(T)), 
7’ E [CP(2j - l), G/PL], can be given in terms of splitting invariants by 5.1. 
Similarly, we have a formula: 
PROPOSITION 5.4. d(Ti - 72) - max (d(7); - 7;): ni = ~$7r} where n:, v; range in- 
dependently over all possible factorizations. Again, each d(q; - 77;) can be given in 
terms of splitting invariants. 
The goal is to evaluate the maximum in terms of the splitting invariants associated 
to any one choice of each of 7; and 7;. To do so, we require Wall’s classification 
theorem[9], which we now describe. 
Consider the obstruction to realizing a given 77’ as above by a homotopy 
equivalence f. Since 2j - 1 is odd, the obstruction is an Arf invariant. Since A4 is odd, 
we can alter Q’ on the top cell to kill this obstruction without changing the homotopy 
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class of 7’0~. Then forming the St-bundle induced by f from 7~ yields a homotopy 
equivalence g having 7) as its normal invariant (see 14E.9(ii)). 
LA Lo”(M) 
1 1 ?T T GIPL 
P - CP(2j - 1) / ?’ 
f 
Wall’s theorem (14E.7 of [9]) states that a homotopy lens space L with fundamen- 
tal group of odd order is determined, up to orientation preserving homeomorphisms 
which induce the identity on fundamental groups, by two invariants: A(L), the 
Reidemeister torsion, and p(L), a multisignature. The normal invariant of the homo- 
topy equivalence g : L + Lo is determined by p(L) alone. We can restrict our attention 
to those g which factor through an f as above, since, as we showed, there is such a g 
for every normal invariant of Lo. It’s also convenient to use P(L), essentially a 
“normalization” of p(L), in place of p(L). 
CM- IV2 
If {sqk} are the integer splitting invariants of $J) and p(x) = k:O xk, then 
j-l 
P(L) is determined as an element of Z[xll(p(x)) by the formula kz, s4kxk-’ (see the 
proof of 14E.10). It follows from 14E.6 that the normal invariant n = v(g) is classified 
by the image of P(L) in O[x]l(x’-‘, p(x)). This image is represented by a unique 
j-r 
expression of the form Z sikXk-’ with 0 5 sik < M, which one can obtain from the 
k=l 
original expression by subtracting appropriate multiples of p(x), xp(x), . . . , xj-‘p(x) 
and truncating terms of degree i - I and higher. Thus the reduced splitting invariants 
give a bijection 
[L,,“(M), G/PL] + (Z/M)‘-‘. 
Since the reduction proceeds “from the bottom up”, if sdk = 0 for k 5 ko, then 
sik = 0 for k sko. Since 77’ was an arbitrary factorization of v, it follows from 
Proposition 5.1 that the normal invariant in ICP(2.i - l), G/PL] classified by {sik} has 
the maximum filtration degree of all factorizations of r]. By Proposition 5.3, 
d(v) = min (4k: s& f 0) U {m}. 
Sinilarly, for two normal invariants 77, G E [Lo, G/PL], if s4k = & for k I ko, then 
St = Sik for k i ko. Hence by Propositions 5.2 and 5.4, 
d(q - $ = min (4k : sikf s’ik} U {m}. 
Combining this odd-local result with the 2-local result in the obvious way com- 
pletes the proof of the theorem in this case (G = Z/N and n = 3 mod 4). 
3. If n = t mod 4, then the restriction map 
[Lo”+‘(M), GIPLI -+ [Lo”(M), G/PL] 
is an isomorphism (with inverse induced by the suspension map), so this case reduces 
to the previous case. 
4. The remaining case is n even, so that G = Z/2 and n = m. Since this case is not 
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directly covered by the fundamental existence theorem, a little more care is required. 
(Compare the proof of Proposition 4.l(ii).) 
If (Sm+*, p), (Sm, 7) are the given actions, by[l] they are suspensions of actions 
(S”‘+‘, p), (S”-‘, ?). Let 0 be the standard PoincarC embedding corresponding to 
homotopy equivalences 
f : p-l/f-, &~-I, g : s”+‘/p + Q,,*+‘. 
Then by the odd dimensional result we can find an embedding T: S’“-’ + S”” which is 
equivariant with respect to ?, p, and which satisfies codim S(r) = d(q(@)). As before, 
d(@)) can be expressed in terms of reduced splitting invariants {tZk : 1 I k 5 
[(m - 1)/2]}, {rzlr : 1 I k I [(m - 1)/2]} associated to f and g. 
If d(T(@)) = CQ, or equivalently t 2k = r2k, 1 5 k 5 (m - 1)/2, then r is locally flat and 
suspension yields an embedding i : S” + Sm+2 which is equivariant with respect to T, p 
and has at most one singular Z/2 orbit. This completes the proof in this case. 
Suppose that d(v(@)) < 00. Then 
. 
Commutativity of the diagram [9] 




y(P$+‘)- [I’:+‘, G/PLl 
together with Proposition 4.2 shows that d(q(O)) = d(7)(6)). Since suspension pre- 
serves the codimension of the singular set of an embedding, if i is the suspension of i; 
we have codim S(i) = d(q(0)). Finally, by the note following the fundamental exis- 
tence theorem 3.2, any other equivariant embedding i: S” -+ Sm+* must satisfy 
codim So) 5 d(v(0)). 
This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
$6. PROOFS OF THE COROLLARIES 
The corollaries follow easily from knowledge of the obstruction to realizing a 
normal invariant of a linear quotient[9]. 
For complex projective space, this obstruction is the top splitting invariant. For 
the lens space LO”(N), it is zero unless N is even and n = 3 mod 4, when it is again the 
top splitting invariant defined in 02. This yields Corollary 1.2, since the desired action 
follows from the existence of a homotopy equivalence with {rzk(p, TV): 1 5 k 5 
[(m - 1)/2]} as its splitting invariants. 
Corollaries 1.3 and 1.4 follow from the observation that, given {r&, TV): 1 5 k I 
[m - l/2]}, we can replace the top invariant with zero (if necessary), alter the value of 
any lower invariant, and the resulting list will correspond to a normal invariant which 
can be realized by an element of .Y(PO”). By the main theorem, the resulting action 7 
has the desired properties. 
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The order of 
$7. AN ALTERNATE PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.4 
[Lo”(M), G/W @ Z[ $1~ KO”(LoVW) @ Z [ $1 
cart easily be determined from the spectral sequence for the group on the right. In fact 
the spectra1 sequence collapses, and it follows that the filtration quotients are 
(*) ZIMif O<k<n, k=Omod4 
FVF’+’ = 0 { otherwise 
In particular the order of the group is Mrn’41, as claimed. (Note that n is odd.) 
It is interesting to notice that we can prove the case G = Z/N, N odd, of Corollary 
1.4 directly from (*), that is, without using the classification theorem for normal 
invariants. Thus, let k be an integer, 0 <k < n, k = 0 mod 4. Let 
f : s”+?p -+ Lo”+= 
be a homotopy equivalence with standard lens space, 
inclusion of the n-skeleton. Using (*) and the fact that 
~::y(Lo”)+[Lo”; G/PL] 
and let iO: Lo” + Lo”+’ denote 
surjective, we can find a homotopy equivalence f : L* Lo” such that 
iZq(g) - q(f) E F’ - Fk+‘. 
now follows as before that if (9, r) is the free action corresponding to f, then 
max codim S(i) = k 
where i ranges over all PL embeddings i: S” + Sm+’ which are equivariant with 
respect to p and 7. 
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